MOBILITY SOLUTIONS for Hospital Visitors

Boost patient visitor satisfaction and comfort
Safely navigate through hallways and elevators
Improve mobility of patient visitors through hospital
Reduce visitor accidents from slips and falls
Increase your hospital bottom line

The Problems
- Visitors coming to your hospital may be temporarily non-ambulatory or have mobility issues that make it difficult for them to navigate the hospital hallways and elevators.
- Mobility challenged visitors are more susceptible to injuries due to falls.

The Costs
- If a visitor sustains an injury in your hospital, there is no limit to what fees (medical, legal, etc.) you will be responsible for paying.
- According to OSHA 15% of all accidental deaths are caused by slips, trips and falls.
- The average cost of a slip or fall injury is $22,800.

The Solution
- The commercial grade mobility scooter from Electro Kinetic Technologies.

Features
- 750 lb. rider weight capacity
- Commercial grade frame and durable plastic platform.
- 180° turn in a 6 foot hallway.
- Quiet running-less than 45 db.
- Variable speed control.
- Safety seat switch, unit will not operate unless rider is seated.
- On board battery charger and battery system provide up to 20 hours of continuous operation between charges.
- Non-marking tires
- Extensive after sales support with over 200 field service personnel across the US.

Contact us today for more information, demo or a quote!